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Abstract--After two decades of phasor network deployment, 

phasor measurements are now available at many major 
substations and power plants. The North American 
SynchroPhasor Initiative (NASPI), supported by the US 
Department of Energy and the North American Electric 
Reliability Corporation (NERC), provides a forum to facilitate 
cultivating the efforts in phasor technology in North America and 
globally.  Phasor applications have been explored and some are in 
today’s utility practice. The IEEE C37.118 Standard is a 
milestone in standardizing phasor measurements and defining 
performance requirements.  To comply with the IEEE C37.118 
and to better understand the impact of phasor quality on 
applications, the NASPI Performance and Standards Task Team 
(PSTT) has prepared two comprehensive documents which 
leverage prior industry work (esp. in WECC) and international 
experience. The first document describes PMU testing based on 
both IEEE C37.118 requirements and required dynamic 
performance tests. The second document describes 
characterization of PMUs and instrumentation channels based on 
practical information. This paper summarizes the accomplished 
PSTT work and presents the methods for phasor measurement 
evaluation to assure consistent PMU system performance. 
 

Index Terms--Synchronized Phasor Measurements, Phasor 
Measurement Unit, PMU Testing and Characterization, North 
American SynchroPhasor Initiative (NASPI). 

I.  INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

INCE the introduction of computer relaying and later 
microprocessor relays, efforts were initiated to extract the 

phasors of an electric power system [1][2][3], using the 
available time signals at the time. Phasor measurements hold 
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the promise of being superior to traditional Supervisory 
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) measurements in 
capturing system dynamic behaviors, as phasor measurements 
are high speed and time synchronized.  Phasor measurement 
systems were developed and deployed on an experimental 
basis in actual power systems in North America in the 1990’s. 
This experience led to the commercial development of phasor 
measurement units (PMUs) with precise time 
synchronization.   

Commercial PMUs were then installed in both the eastern 
and western systems in North America [4][5][6][7][8][9][10]. 
The value of phasor measurement has been demonstrated 
through these efforts. In 2002, the DOE launched a 
demonstration project – Eastern Interconnection Phasor 
Project (EIPP) – to initiate large-scale deployment of a phasor 
network in the Eastern Interconnection by leveraging WECC 
WAMS experience. A working group was formed to facilitate 
the effort.  The August 14, 2003 blackout reinforced the value 
of synchronized phasor measurements for enhancing 
situational awareness [11].  

In 2007, the North America efforts in phasor technology 
were combined and the North American SynchroPhasor 
Initiative (NASPI) emerged with the intent to coordinate 
phasor activities in the entire North America.  The increased 
role for industry collaborations of the NASPI working group 
and task teams has already extended to a more global 
collaboration of industry best practices while the DOE 
continues to support phasor research. Today, there are seven 
task teams focusing on various aspects of phasor activities.  
Amongst the task teams is the Performance and Standards 
Task Team (PSTT).  The PSTT is chartered to coordinate and 
act as liaison to standardization efforts and to determine 
consistent and satisfactory performance of synchronized 
measurement devices and systems by creating guidelines and 
reports in accordance with best practices.  Many of the PSTT 
members are active in many international industry activities 
which help the Task Team members to coordinate the 
development of phasor-related standards both within the 
NASPI as well as outside of the North America. 

Currently, there are about 140 phasor monitoring the North 
America Grid with equally distributed PMUs in the west and 
east.  Many phasor applications are being proposed [12][13] 
and application challenges for precision protection and 
control are highlighted, targeting various aspects of power 
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grids, including steady state applications like state estimation 
[14] and dynamic monitoring like modal analysis [15].  

There are currently a number of companies manufacturing 
PMUs.  PMU hardware from different manufacturers is likely 
implemented differently, potentially resulting in inconsistency 
and various levels of phasor quality. Phasor performance is 
also affected by instrumentation channels from sensors at the 
bus or line to the user. On the other hand, different 
applications would have different requirements regarding 
phasor quality. The WECC WAMS clearly defines the 
requirements of synchronized measurements for the purpose 
of dynamic monitoring [16]. The publication of IEEE 
C37.118 SynchroPhasor Standard [17] is an important step in 
standardizing phasor measurements. However, further work is 
needed as C37.118 is not enough in evaluating phasor 
performance.  For example, C37.118 is focused on steady-
state characterization.  

In view of the need for developing complementary 
documents to the IEEE C37.118, the PSTT team initiated and 
accomplished the development of two important documents: 
PMU Testing Guide [18] and SynchroPhasor Accuracy 
Characterization [19]. This paper briefly summarizes these 
two documents and present methods for evaluating phasor 
performance in both steady-state and dynamic situations as 
well as from PMU hardware to instrumentation channels.  

II.  OVERVIEW OF PHASOR MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 

Figure 1 illustrates the devices forming voltage and current 
phasor measurements typically found in electric power 
generating stations and substations. The devices consist of 
two major parts: a PMU and the balance referred to as 
instrumentation channel including instrument transformers, 
control cables, and burdens. Ideally, it is expected that the 
instrumentation channel will produce at the output a 
waveform that will be an exact replica of the high voltage or 
current and scaled by a constant factor. In reality, the 
instrumentation channel introduces an error and contributes to 
signal degradation to some degree. Furthermore, the error 
introduced by one device may be affected by interactions with 
other devices of the channel. It is thus important to 
characterize the overall channel error. 

 

 
Figure 1  Typical potential and current instrumentation channels 

 
The core logic in a PMU is the projection of point-on-wave 

voltage and current signals onto a set of reference waveforms, 
known as complex modulation. PMU design must consider 
the frequency range of signal components to enter and exit the 
instrument, and how to present appropriate average values for 
varying phasor parameters. Figure 2 shows the general 
structure and nomenclature of PMU hardware [20]. Given the 
complexity in the power system signal environment, good 
filtering is needed in actual PMU logic, but options of 
filtering can be many. The indicated logic for “Bus Frequency 
Estimator” can be as simple as a smoothed numerical 
derivative of bus angles, or it can be a complicated frequency 
tracking function used to achieve a uniform number of 
samples for each cycle of system operating frequency and 
thereby desensitize the instrument gain to frequency changes. 
Since PMU logic contains those complex processing steps and 
the implementation can vary to a great extent, it is necessary 
to evaluate the performance of a PMU.  
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Figure 2  General structure for a phasor transducer 

 
In response to the needs for evaluating phasor 

performance, the NASPI PSTT team has made significant 
progress in developing guidelines, leveraging prior work (esp. 
in WECC) and international experience, to address how the 
evaluation should be performed. These guidelines are 
intended to supplement existing standards for the purpose of 
procurement specifications and regulatory standards, so as to 
help users that plan to install PMUs or consider using phasor 
measurements for specific applications to ensure required 
phasor quality and phasor inter-operability.  

III.  LABORATORY TESTING OF PMUS 

Laboratory testing of PMUs includes two major aspects: 
steady-state testing and dynamic testing, which intends to 
evaluate PMU performance with a set of laboratory testing 
equipment. In WECC, BPA in collaboration with the DOE 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) has developed 
and practiced laboratory testing technology in support of 
WECC certification of PMUs for more than a decade [16]. 
The US National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) initiated a standardization effort to characterize PMU 
performance [21]. Several other testing efforts [22][23] 
contributed to the area of PMU laboratory testing. The NASPI 
PSTT group consolidated all these efforts and developed the 
PMU Testing Guide [18].  

PMU laboratory testing equipment consists of the 
following components (Figure 3):  

• A time reference: The best time reference source is a 
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good quality GPS receiver with a GPS antenna. Good 
reception of GPS signals is needed to ensure the timing 
accuracy. 

• A signal generator: It should be able to generate multi-
phase steady state and dynamic signals with specified 
accuracy for magnitude, phase, frequency, phase 
balance, and rate of change in these parameters.  

• A data collection device: The data collection device 
receives phasor measurements from the PMU and 
transmits to analysis tools in appropriate formats. It can 
be a phasor data concentrator (PDC) or just a PC which 
has proper software reading the PMU data format.  

• Analysis tools: A set of tools are needed to parse the 
PMU data and analyze them per testing specifications 
so the PMU performance can be characterized.  
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Figure 3  General structure of laboratory testing setup 

 
If defined, the steady-state tests shall be performed 

according to the signal range and test conditions specified in 
C37.118 Table 3. In this context, these steady-state tests are 
conformance tests to evaluate PMU performance against 
defined criteria in the IEEE C37.118 Standard. In contrast, 
other steady-state and dynamic tests are termed performance 
tests, for which the criteria are yet to be developed. 

A.  Steady-state PMU testing  

For steady-state tests, the signals have a constant amplitude 
and frequency during the data collection part of the test. The 
steady-state tests are conducted to confirm that the accuracy 
of a PMU is within the specified limits when exposed to 
specified steady-state operating conditions. The IEEE 
C37.118 Standard clearly defined the Total Vector Error 
(TVE) metric, and established the level 0 and level 1 
compliance requirements under steady-state conditions for a 
PMU [17]. These compliance requirements define the TVE 
level for phasor magnitude measurement, phasor angle 
measurement, harmonic distortion and out-of-band 
interference.  

The following types of steady-state tests are proposed in 
the PSTT PMU Testing Guide [18]: 

• Magnitude accuracy test*  
• Phase accuracy test* 
• Frequency accuracy test* 
• Rate of change of frequency accuracy test 
• Unbalanced magnitude response test 

• Unbalanced phase response test 
• Off-nominal frequency response test* 
• Harmonic frequency response test*: To evaluate PMU 

performance in response to harmonic signals.  
• Out-of-band interference test*: To evaluate PMU 

performance in response to signals with frequency 
outside the pass band of the PMU’s filtering 
characteristics.  

• Data reporting test: This is to confirm the PMU phasor 
protocol (e.g. C37.118), phasor reporting rate (e.g. 30 
samples per second), and fractional second values 
corresponding to the reporting rate.  

where “*” denotes conformance tests and others are 
performance tests. Figure 4 shows the voltage magnitude test 
result of a sample PMU.  
 

 
Figure 4  Example of voltage magnitude conformance test 

B.  Dynamic PMU testing 

For dynamic tests, the amplitude or frequency of the 
signals varies during the test. IEEE C37.118 Standard does 
not establish compliance requirements under dynamic 
conditions. However, its informative Annex C describes 
several dynamic tests without conformance specifications. In 
this context, dynamic tests are performance tests in contrast to 
conformance tests. In many phasor applications, consistent 
dynamic performance among all PMUs in an interconnected 
system is of a great importance in addition to their steady-
state performance. For example, a system that measures and 
records phasors for post-event small signal stability analysis 
of system dynamics during a large system disturbance, where 
system frequencies at different locations could change 
dynamically, would require the PMUs to be able to follow the 
frequency change quickly and consistently among all PMUs. 
One of the key aspects of PMU dynamic performance is its 
filtering characteristic. Figure 5 shows a 4th-order Butterworth 
filter with a 12 Hz bandwidth and the WECC filtering 
requirements for a PMU output rate of 60 samples per second. 
Some other related references include WECC practice as 
addressed in [24][25].  
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Figure 5  WECC filtering requirements (red) with the characteristics of an 
example 4th-order Butterworth filter (blue) (Note: sample rate = 60 samples per 
second) 

The following types of dynamic tests are proposed:  
• Dynamic magnitude response test: To characterize 

PMU performance in terms of rising time, settling time, 
and overshoot in response to a step change in the 
magnitude of an input signal. 

• Dynamic phase response test: To characterize PMU 
performance in terms of rising time, settling time, and 
overshoot in response to a step change in the phase 
angle of an input signal. 

• Dynamic frequency response test: To characterize 
PMU performance in terms of rising time, settling time, 
and overshoot in response to a step change in the 
frequency of an input signal. 

• Voltage amplitude modulation test: To evaluate PMU 
performance in response to amplitude-modulated 
sinusoidal signals, mimicking power system 
oscillations.  

• Frequency modulation test: To evaluate PMU 
performance in response to frequency-modulated 
sinusoidal signals, mimicking power system 
oscillations.   

Two new models have been developed to analyze 
dynamic/modulated waveforms for their time-synchronized 
parameters. The Taylor Expansion model [26] works well for 
modulation frequencies below a few Hz. The three-waveform 
model [27] works well for modulation frequencies above one 
Hz. Together they allow accurate characterization of 
modulated waveforms from fractions of a Hz to over 130 Hz. 
The three-waveform model provides both the fundamental 
phasor – the one used for steady-state calibrations, and the 
dynamic phasor – the one that varies in magnitude and phase 
with the modulation frequency. As an example, Figure 6 
shows the TVE for a commercial PMU relative to the 
fundamental and dynamic phasors. The dark blue curve is the 
TVE between the phasor measured by the PMU and the 
fundamental phasor estimated by the signal model, and the 
magenta one is the TVE between the measured phasor and the 
dynamic phasor estimated by the signal model. The drops are 

processing artifacts at the Nyquist frequency (10 Hz) and the 
sampling frequency (20 Hz). As expected, at low modulation 
frequencies the PMU agrees well with the dynamic phasor 
and at high modulation frequencies, above half the PMU 
reporting rate, the PMU agrees well with the fundamental 
phasor. 
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Figure 6  TVEs for a PMU relative to fundamental and dynamic phasors for a 
voltage signal with both 10% phase modulation and 10% amplitude modulation 
from 1 Hz to 71 Hz 

It is worth pointing out that sometimes the various 
measurement functions exhibit interference between them. 
Figure 7 shows an example of voltage amplitude modulation 
tests. The voltage amplitude measurement captures the 
modulation reasonably well below the Nyquist frequency (15 
Hz for a data rate of 30 samples per second) and suppresses 
the signal above the Nyquist frequency. However, the 
frequency measurement, which is supposed to be 60.06 Hz 
constant, shows modulated signals resembling those in the 
voltage magnitude measurement and unexpected drop above 
the Nyquist frequency.   
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Figure 7  Interference between voltage amplitude and frequency measurement 
functions 

IV.  EVALUATION OF PHASOR MEASUREMENT CHANNELS 

PMU hardware is very accurate as compared to standard 
power system instrumentation. However, application of this 
hardware to a practical power system is burdened by the 
errors introduced by the standard instrumentation channels 
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utilized in power systems [28]. The NASPI PSTT 
SynchroPhasor Accuracy Characterization document [19] 
provides a methodology to assess the level of inaccuracy 
introduced by the instrumentation channels and provides 
typical errors for a variety of instrumentation channel 
technologies. 

A.  Instrument transformers 

The first link in the instrumentation channel is the 
instrument transformer. These devices transform power 
system voltages and currents to levels appropriate for driving 
relays, fault recorders and other monitoring equipment 
including PMUs. Several instrument transformer technologies 
are presently in use. The most common traditional technology 
devices are potential and current transformers (PTs and CTs), 
which are based on magnetic core transformer technology. 
Another type of commonly used voltage transducers is 
capacitively coupled voltage transformers (CCVTs), based on 
a combination of capacitive voltage dividers and magnetic 
core transformers. CCVTs are commonly used in high voltage 
applications due to economic factors. Recently, voltage and 
current instrument transformers have been constructed based 
on the electro-optical and magneto-optical phenomena. These 
devices are known as EOVTs (Electro-Optical Voltage 
Transformers) and MOCTs (Magneto-Optical Current 
Transformers).  

Typically instrumentation channels can be classified into 
five distinct categories, depending on the instrument 
transformer used: 

• CT-based instrumentation channel 
• Wound-type-PT-based instrumentation channel 
• CCVT-based instrumentation channel 
• EOVT-based instrumentation channel 
• MOCT-based instrumentation channel 
Extensive testing and accuracy evaluation of instrument 

transformers has been reported in [29]. The most accurate 
instrumentation channels are current instrumentation channels 
that use CTs. The next most accurate instrumentation 
channels are voltage instrumentation channels that use wound 
type PTs. CCVT based instrumentation channels are relatively 
accurate when they are well calibrated. They perform well 
when the frequency is near nominal. A main drawback is that 
the parameters of the components shift with time and 
subsequently introduce large errors. In addition, during 
transients the error is very large because their characteristics 
deteriorate at frequencies other than the fundamental. Figure 
8 shows the frequency response of a typical CCVT. The 
optical VTs and CTs are high accuracy devices for magnitude 
measurement but very poor for phase angle measurement. 
Specifically, they exhibit a time delay in the order of several 
tens of microseconds that translates to phase angle error in the 
degree range. The data directly from optical CTs and VTs are 
digital and should be used directly. This will eliminate the 
time latencies but it will require to develop new standards or 
adapt existing standards for data communications. 

 

 
Figure 8  CCVT computed frequency response over 10-600 Hz 

 
In all the cases, the length of the control cable is very 

important in determining the level of errors. 

B.  Control cables 

For most of the CTs, PTs, CCVTs, etc. in substations, the 
associated secondary circuit wiring (significant component of 
the instrumentation channel) is not normally “instrumentation 
class” wiring. In many cases, this wiring is control type 
cabling (non-twisted pairs) and is often unshielded.  Often 
changes are made to these secondary circuits that affect the 
overall secondary circuit burden (for example, adding or 
replacing relays or other devices), without a detailed 
engineering analysis of the impact on high accuracy 
applications such as the PMU installation. The use of isolating 
switches, the application of grounds on these secondary 
circuits, and the presence of non-linear burdens are a few of 
the factors that can have a significant impact on the accuracy 
of the instrumentation channel. 

In one example with a CCVT based instrumentation 
channel, the phase error increases from 0.077 degrees with 
10’ cable to 0.365 degrees with 2000’ cable as shown in Table 
1. 
 

The impact of errors introduced by instrumentation 
channels on phasor applications will depend on specific 
application requirements. Characterizing those errors and 
addressing their impact on applications should be an integral 
part of deploying a phasor measurement system. 

 
Table 1  Phase Error (in Degrees) Versus Burden Resistance and Cable Length 
of a CCVT-based Instrumentation Channel  

Cable Length (feet) 
Burden Resistance 

10’ 1000’ 2000’ 
50 Ohms 0.077 -0.155 -0.365 
100 Ohms 0.026 -0.096 -0.213 
200 Ohms 0.028 -0.063 -0.127 
400 Ohms -0.013 -0.047 -0.800 

1000 Ohms -0.022 -0.036 -0.520 

V.  DISCUSSIONS 

The objective of the phasor performance evaluation is to 
facilitate phasor deployment and applications as well as to 
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advance the phasor technology.  
For more than a decade, PMU testing has significantly 

helped PMU manufacturers to identify problems and improve 
their products, which in turn benefit the phasor user 
community. This positive dialogue with manufacturers will 
certainly continue. Recent PMU testing results indicate 
phasor performance complies very well with IEEE C37.118 
Standard in terms of steady state performance. Dynamic 
performance of phasor measurements is much better 
understood through PMU testing in addition to field 
experience over the last 15-20 years [16]. This understanding 
is leading to appropriate considerations in phasor applications 
and also leading to improvements of phasor standards.   

As indicated above, phasor measurement evaluation goes 
beyond PMUs. Instrumentation channels are shown to have 
large impact on phasor quality. Being able to characterize the 
errors introduced by instrumentation channels enables the 
development of solutions to compensate the errors. The next 
step should continue in this direction. In most cases these 
errors can be accounted for and corrected via software. Two 
approaches are very promising: (a) model the instrumentation 
channel and provide model based correction algorithms, and 
(b) use local state estimation methods to filter out the error. 
From a user’s perspective, instrumentation channel 
characterization provides guidance on equipment selection 
(e.g. cables), engineering design, and engineering analysis.  

To ensure the good quality performance of a phasor 
measurement system, routine maintenance, in addition to 
initial evaluation, is also of significant importance. PMU 
settings, cable configurations, and instrument transformer 
characteristics may change over time and should be examined 
regularly. Impact of the changes should be characterized, and 
may be minimized or compensated in phasor measurement. 
Phasor performance evaluation has another layer of 
complexity due to the redundancy of phasor measurement 
systems which is needed for providing redundant phasor data 
for protection applications and where data validation is 
needed for reliable and secure performance. The PSTT team 
initiated an effort in developing a PMU maintenance guide 
based on BPA experience.  

Advancement of phasor technology and applications is a 
collective effort of manufacturers, researchers, and users. 
NASPI provides an excellent forum to facilitate this ongoing 
collective effort.  

VI.  CONCLUSION 

Any given phasor measurement technique/device will meet 
the needs of certain applications balancing speed, accuracy, 
noise immunity and reporting rate requirements. But none of 
the techniques would meet all the requirements of existing 
and potential applications. Therefore, the performance of 
phasor measurement systems needs to be evaluated, so their 
impact on applications can be characterized and understood 
so as to provide guidelines to users of phasor measurements 
for specific applications.  

The NASPI PSTT team has developed two important 
documents on this aspect: 1) PMU Testing Guide [18] and 2) 
SynchroPhasor Accuracy Characterization [19]. These two 
documents cover the phasor measurement system from 
instrument transformers at buses or lines to PMU hardware 
boxes. The first document addresses PMU testing in terms of 
both steady-state and dynamic performance. A set of 
conformance and performance test procedures are proposed 
with a specified set of test equipment. Performing those 
procedures on PMUs to be deployed will help users to assure 
consistent PMU system performance and support inter-
operability of PMUs from various vendors. The second 
document characterizes the errors introduced by the 
instrumentation channels. Typical types of instrumentation 
channels with a variety of instrument transformers and cables 
are analyzed.  

In the phasor evaluation area, the NASPI PSTT also 
finished an installation guide [30] and are undertaking several 
other important activities including PMU commissioning 
tests, PMU maintenance guide, evaluation of multi-function 
phasor measurement devices, and definition and implication 
of “dynamic” phasors.  
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